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LOGLINE
Based on Miriam Toews’ best-selling novel, All My Puny Sorrows unexpectedly infuses wry humour into this
heart-wrenching story of two loving sisters: one a gifted pianist (Sarah Gadon) obsessed with ending her life,
the other a struggling writer (Alison Pill) who, in wrestling with this decision, makes profound discoveries
about herself.

SYNOPSIS
Yolanda/Yoli Von Riesen (Alison Pill) has made a series of bad decisions in the wake of a failed marriage. Her
career as a writer of children’s books is floundering, her forays into romance are not thought out, her finances
are a mess and she’s still haunted by the suicide of her father (Donal Logue) ten years ago.

In contrast, her sister Elfreida/Elf (Sarah Gadon) appears to be living the opposite life. She’s an
internationally successful pianist, has a fantastic husband (Aly Mawji), adoring fans and a career that sends
her around the world to play sold-out music halls. However, when she attempts to kill herself, all that success
becomes an illusion. “Elf wanted to die and I wanted her to live and we were enemies who loved each other,”
says Yoli.

As Yoli and Elf stake out their positions, the past informs the present—not only their father’s choice, but their
oppressive Mennonite upbringing. As Yoli argues these memories into reasons for living, Elf sees them as
markers for an inevitable conclusion.

Though this is far from all doom and gloom. Because their relationship is infused with intimacy and wit, it
makes the impasse that much more profound. In spite of the devastating heartbreak of the story, it marries
humour and grief in such a way that the most unbearable sadness is often tempered by laughter. And
through it all, Yoli makes profound discoveries about herself, namely that she’s living a complicated life.

Added to the mix is the interplay between Yoli and her daughter Nora (Amybeth McNulty) and also the
shared optimism she shares with her mother (Mare Winningham) as they all wrestle with Elf’s desire.

In the end, this is what makes All My Puny Sorrows so layered, complicated and, so subtly uplifting.



DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
Miriam Toews has written a brilliant novel that is loosely based on the suicides of her father and sister, ten
years apart. The fact that it is a “true story” gives the film that much more poignancy. What makes the story
unique is that Miriam examines the idea of suicide being a viable option for someone seemingly healthy and
having so much to live for.

At the heart of the film is the love story between two sisters. Because Elf wants to die and Yoli wants her to
live, they are enemies who love each another. It was imperative in casting these roles that they were not just
incredible actors, but that the chemistry between them worked. The seemingly simple story becomes
transcendent by powerful performances. First and foremost this is what interests me in working on the film,
crafting award-winning performances from actors who can not only mine the sorrow but also capture the
humour that is infused in the script.

I was interested in exploring how the past and the present could be seamlessly interwoven to inform and
propel the narrative — and how the conversation each of us has in our head, while timelines are ever-shifting,
could be portrayed on screen. The idea that we are present in a conversation, but still thinking about past
events, and how that could be portrayed in the film was something I wanted to capture. By intercutting
scenes, the storytellers also become characters in their narratives. It’s a shifting of perspective that doesn’t
confuse or take the viewer out of the film that I wanted to play with. As a result, the story (hopefully) feels
much more sensory.

The narrative drive is the story of Yoli’s journey from a person who is lost and metaphorically homeless, to
someone who has found peace, direction, and finally, home. Ironically out of the sadness comes art
(Miriam/Yoli’s novel) and enlightenment. It’s the capturing of this that makes me so excited about this film.

The Von Riesens are an extremely literary family. Elf believes that “libraries are the bedrock of civilization”
and of course Yoli is a writer. One of the father’s proudest achievements was setting up a humble library
in their community. Part of the family’s shared vocabulary is that they use quotations and excerpts from
books as
touchstones to help explain, protect and enlighten. Citing sources in literature is a sort of armour to help them
deal with the impossible present. Their choice of literature to quote or cite reveals character in much the same
way a music cue can reveal emotion.

I’m trying to make a film that presents a wholly original world, filled with suffering and pain but also with
beauty, light and love that takes the viewer on an unforgettable emotional journey.



MICHAEL MCGOWAN Q&A
How did you approach adapting All My Puny Sorrows?

I used the novel as the backbone for the screenplay. Miriam had written about a world I knew nothing about
and I leaned into her experience with her sister and father’s mental health journeys. There were a number
of questions I had about things that she was always happy to answer. Having said that, naively, I thought
the novel would be fairly easy to adapt. I was stuck on the math of trying to give equal weight to both of the
sisters and trying to fit this into a screenplay. I was pretty close to giving up and letting the option expire
when I met Miriam for dinner and admitted my lack of progress. For whatever reason, at that dinner, I
realized that if I didn’t try to balance both stories, but told it from Yoli’s point of view, that would work.
Perhaps subconsciously, it was only by admitting how lost I was was I able to free myself up to see a way to
make the adaptation work.

What was it about All My Puny Sorrows that stood out to you as a film?

First of all, since the novel came from Miriam's direct experience, the story is incredibly poignant. It was
really interesting for me to explore how to move the audience to understand Elf’s thought process on
suicide against our own instincts to live. As well, the roles of the two sisters and the mother were incredible
roles to write. I just thought that these were roles for actors that could create three memorable
performances. Also, Miriam wrote a novel that was funny in spite of the grim material, and that was really
attractive to me. It's not relentless, even though it's pretty stark in places.

How do you approach filmmaking as a writer first and then a director?

I certainly write with production in mind but I try not to limit myself when I’m writing. I try not to think like
either a producer or director. I’m really trying to write the story for the page.

But I also shaped the language of this film by looking to the novel and moving between the past, present,
and future. What's the memory… What's happening at the moment… How do conversations overlap like
they do in our minds sometimes. It didn't require a lot of establishing shots. It didn't require any elaborate
transitions. It just felt seamless, and that's kind of the language that I tried to imbue as a director in this film.

As a male director, how did you tackle taking on a female-authored, female-driven story?

Because I had the author's blessing, Miriam entrusted me this her story, that was all I needed to go forward.

Miriam felt confident that I could do it and she was incredibly generous with me, and the actors, throughout
the whole process.  For example, when Mare Winningham looked at the eulogy she had to read, she said,
"I just don't feel like it's quite there." And so Miriam reached out to her mother, Elivra, and, an hour later, an
entire eulogy came from Elvira. That’s the kind of generosity that was present throughout the entire
process.

It was a story that, as a filmmaker, I thought had cinematic potential and could find an audience.



How did you cast All My Puny Sorrows?

First, our casting director, Heidi Levitt suggested Alison Pill and reached out to her manager, who she had a
personal relationship with. That was important as Alison was going to be pretty booked up on projects and
probably wouldn’t have read it if not for Heidi. I was in my car when I first spoke to Alison. "I had my life
planned and it didn't include doing a film right now. And I don't want to do a film right now, but I love the
script, so I'm going to try to make this work." And that was it. And she was completely fearless and
embraced Yoli entirely.

And I had thought about Sarah Gadon for a number of years and even went to LA to meet her a few years
ago. She was very passionate about the character and it just fit so well between her and Alison. We got
lucky with those two.

Did you do rehearsals to build up the bond between performers? What was the process?

It helped that Sarah and Alison had worked together and also Mare and Alison had as well. So we were
starting with three actors who not only knew each other but really liked each other. Sarah and Alison really
wanted to rehearse before we shot—something I had never done before. We would meet in preproduction
and go through the scenes in person. This was a tremendous help as we dealt with questions from the
screenplay before we got to set, but also some of the scenes were reworked as a response to the
questions that arose during rehearsals. Just hearing the actors perform the scenes together in rehearsal
gave us all a chance to ask questions, rework lines of dialogue without the time constraints of being on set.
As well, all three of them have an incredible sense of story so their editorial suggestions made the
screenplay so much better. If we hadn’t rehearsed, I don’t think that necessary work would have got done.

How did you form the team behind the film?

It started with producers Tyler Levine and Patrice Theroux, who were fantastic champions of the film from
the beginning. I’d worked with editors Michelle Szemberg and Orlee Buium for a number of years, so it was
great to have them back. Casting director Heidi Levitt was recommended to us and, well, our cast is really a
testament to how good she is.

Tyler recommended our cinematographer, Daniel Grant, who was a wonderful collaborator. As for our
production designer, Danny Haeberlin, when Alison (Pill) walked into her set, she said, "This is the first time
as an actor I've walked onto a set that's supposed to be my house, and it feels like my house." And then our
costume designer, Renee Fontana also really got into the character’s mindset and helped shape their
worlds.

What were some challenges you faced during production?

COVID was the big looming question. We prioritized everyone’s safety and did a lot of testing; cases were
rising quite substantially during that time. Fortunately, they were not bad in North Bay, where we were
shooting.

But there was something about being able to work, in-person, when people around the world were going
through so much. That really made us appreciate each other on set. And so, in spite of any difficulties, I
always had that in the back of my head.



You realize how precarious the whole house of cards is. And when we got it in the can, the relief was
incredible. I don't really have problems sleeping, but I did not sleep well at all during prep and production. I
just kept waking up with some kind of COVID-inspired dream going, "Oh, God."

What are your favourite memories or takeaways from the production?

Every day watching the actors do what they do was incredible. Everybody’s performances were so tuned in,
I thought it's not going to be their fault if this film doesn't work.

And I also look back on the camp-like atmosphere being all together up in North Bay. We'd all been isolated
for a long time and we were sort of in our own bubble. We missed our families but we embraced each other.
Saturday nights were ramen noodle nights. You make these connections during the filming that, in a pretty
isolating year, felt like a privilege.

Where was the film shot? Is the name of the town on the church sign a real town?

The film was shot in and around North Bay, Ontario. East Village is a fictional town that Miriam created and
has used in some of her other novels.



CAST
ALISON PILL
Alison Pill has segued effortlessly between the stage and big and small screens over an impressive career.
On TV Alison currently stars in Star Trek: Picard for CBS All Access. She can also be seen in the Alex
Garland FX miniseries Devs as well as the Amazon series Them: Covenant. In film, she most recently
starred in Adam McKay’s feature film VICE as well as the upcoming feature film All My Puny Sorrows. Her
additional film credits include Miss Sloane opposite Jessica Chastain, Pedro Morelli’s Zoom, Snowpiercer,
Dan in Real Life, Goon and Scott Pilgrim. Other television work includes Ryan Murphy’s American Horror
Story: Cult, the ABC drama The Family, as well as HBO’s The Newsroom. She has numerous Broadway
credits and was nominated for a Tony Award for her Broadway debut in The Lieutenant of Inishmore.

SARAH GADON
Sarah Gadon (Canada) is an award-winning actress and producer. Her passion and dedication to cinema
began has a Film Theory student at The University of Toronto. Her body of work is distinguished by its
commitment to auteur filmmakers. Gadon is known for her work in Mary Harron’s highly acclaimed Netflix
limited series Alias Grace. She has received critical recognition for her starring roles in films such as David
Cronenberg’s Maps to the Stars, Cosmopolis and A Dangerous Method, Denis Villeneuve’s Enemy, Amma
Asante’s Belle, Xavier Dolan’s The Death and Life of John F. Donovan, and Lawrence Levine’s Black Bear.
Gadon most recently served as a juror for the Toronto International Film Festival’s inaugural 2020 Amplify
Voices Award. Gadon’s upcoming films include Michael McGowan’s All My Puny Sorrows, Joachim Back’s
dark comedy Corner Office and Carly Stone’s North of Normal.



MARE WINNINGHAM
Mare Winningham won her first Emmy Award for her role in the critically acclaimed Amber Waves. Her other
high profile television movie and series credits include The Thornbirds, ER, The Affair, and multiple seasons of
American Horror Story. She received her second Emmy Award for her role in George Wallace (as well as
Golden Globe and SAG Award nominations) and an additional five Emmy nominations, including for her
performances in The Boys Next Door, Hatfields & McCoys, and Mildred Pierce. She was seen on television
most recently in the HBO series The Outsider.

Her range of film credits include her breakthrough performance in St. Elmo’s Fire, Wyatt Earp, The War,
Turner and Hooch, The Seagull, Philomena, Miracle Mile, for which she was nominated for an Independent
Spirit Award, and Georgia for which she received an Independent Spirit Award and an Academy Award
nomination. She was seen on film most recently in Todd Haynes’ Dark Waters. She will next be seen opposite
Tom Hanks in Paul Greengrass’ News of the World.

For her work on stage, she received a Lucille Lortel Award, Drama Desk Award nomination, and Drama
League Award nomination for her work in 10 Million Miles, and a Lucille Lortel nomination for her work in
Tribes. She made her Broadway debut in the revival of Picnic and was nominated for a Tony Award for her
performance in Casa Valentina. She recently starred in the Bob Dylan musical Girl from the North Country
off-Broadway, for which she received an Outer Critics Circle Award nomination. She reprised her role when
the production transferred to Broadway in March 2020.



AMYBETH MCNULTY
Amybeth McNulty most recently joined the cast of Netflix’s hit series Stranger Things. Amybeth’s screen credits
include Anne in Anne with an E where she played the title character for 3 seasons on Netflix. The performance
gained her the Outstanding Female Performance ACTRA Award in 2019 and Best Lead Actress Canadian
Screen Awards 2019. Other credits include young Morgan in Luke Scott’s Morgan (20th Century Fox), young
Agatha in Agatha Raisin (Sky), Sputnik in The Sparticle Mystery (CBBC), Jenny in Cleanbreak (RTE / Octagon
Films).

She most recently wrapped Irish independent feature Black Medicine, and Maternal for Ideal Entertainment.
She will next be seen in All My Puny Sorrows opposite Alison Pill and Sarah Gadon.

Stage performances include Martha in The Sound of Music for London’s Regents Park Theatre, Molly in Annie for
LMS Productions, Young Cosette in Les Miserables, Susan in White Christmas and Charlie in Oliver all for
Millenium Forum Derry.

Amybeth is represented by Silver Lining Entertainment and Lisa Richards Agency.

DONAL LOGUE
Donal Logue can next be seen in Season 2 of Departure on Peacock, as well as in the Johannes Roberts-helmed
Resident Evil origin story film. Logue most recently starred opposite Anna Kendrick in Dummy, a comedy for
Jeffrey Katzenberg and Meg Whitman’s short-form video platform Quibi. He was also featured opposite Cobie
Smolders in ABC’s new series Stumptown and starred opposite Kate Walsh in the indie film Sometime Other Than
Now. Prior to that, Logue starred as Harvey Bullock in the television series Gotham, which ran for five seasons on
Fox. He is also known for his work on Sons Of Anarchy, Vikings, Copper, Grounded for Life, The Knights of
Prosperity, Law & Order: SVU, and the cult series Terriers.

His film credits include The Tao of Steve, Blade, The Runaway Bride, Reindeer Games, The Patriot, Comic Book
Villains, Just Like Heaven, The Groomsmen, Ghost Rider, Zodiac, Max Payne, Oliver Sherman, and Charlie St.
Cloud.

Logue also co-wrote Danny Trejo’s page-turning memoir, “Trejo: My Life Of Crime, Redemption, And Hollywood,”
which was listed on the New York Times Book Review’s Summer Reading List, Apple Books Summer’s Most
Anticipated of 2021, and was selected by Amazon as one of their 12 Best Of The Month picks for July 2021.



AUTHOR
MIRIAM TOEWS
Miriam Toews is the author of seven best-selling novels. All My Puny Sorrows, originally published in 2014,
is her sixth novel, and a #1 national bestseller.

She is a Canadian of Mennonite descent. She grew up in Steinbach, Manitoba and has lived in Winnipeg,
Montreal and London, before settling in Toronto. She studied at the University of Manitoba and the
University of King’s College in Halifax, and has also worked as a freelance newspaper and radio journalist.

Her non-fiction book Swing Low: A Life was a memoir of her father, a victim of lifelong depression. Her 2004
novel A Complicated Kindness was her breakthrough work, spending over a year on the Canadian bestseller
lists and winning the Governor General’s Award for English Fiction. The novel, about a teenage girl who longs
to escape her small Russian Mennonite town and hang out with Lou Reed in the slums of New York City, was
also nominated for the Giller Prize and was the winning title in the 2006 edition of Canada Reads.

Aside from the Governor General’s Award for Fiction, Miriam also includes a Libris Award for Fiction Book of
the Year, the Rogers Writers’ Trust Fiction Prize, and the Writers Trust Marian Engel/Timothy Findley Award. In
2014 she was shortlisted for the Scotiabank Giller Prize. All My Puny Sorrows won the 2015 Canadia Authors
Association Award for Fiction, and Italy’s 2015 Sinbad Prize for Foreign Fiction. It also received rave reviews
in Library Journal, Kirkus Reviews, and Publishers Weekly and was a Reference and Users Services
Association Notable Book. It also appeared on a number of year-end best-book lists, including The Globe and
Mail, The Boston Globe, The Washington Post, The New Republic, and The Daily Telegraph.

After winning the Rogers Writers’ Trust Fiction Prize, the jury described All My Puny Sorrows as “a haunting
novel of tremendous feeling, beautifully written and profoundly humane... Miriam Toews, a dazzling literary
alchemist who manages to summon all the joyous and heart-breaking humanity of her characters, has
produced a work of astonishing depth. Reading it is an unforgettable experience.”

Curtis Sittenfeld’s review in The New York Times said the novel’s “intelligence, its honesty and, above all, its
compassion provide a kind of existential balm—a comfort not unlike the sort you might find by opening a bottle
of wine and having a long conversation with (yes, really) a true friend.”

Margaret Atwood praised the novel, calling it a “high-wire act”: “What do you do when your beloved and
brilliant sister wants you to help her leave this world because she finds her existence too painful? How do
you make that into a believable, excruciating but sometimes wildly funny work of fiction?”

Another of Miriam Toews’ books, Women Talking, is being adapted by Sarah Polley for Plan B and Orion.



MICHAEL MCGOWAN
WRITER/DIRECTOR/PRODUCER

Michael McGowan is a film writer, director and producer known for tackling complex material with an
effortless style. In his latest film, McGowan adapts the internationally acclaimed bestselling novel All My
Puny Sorrows by Miriam Toews.

McGowan’s previous film, Still Mine (2012) starring James Cromwell, was a New York Times critic pick. The
film received accolades globally including six Canadian Screen Award nominations, including Best Picture, in
addition to Cromwell winning the CSA for Performance by an Actor in a Leading Role.

For the feature Score: A Hockey Musical (2010), McGowan served not only as producer, writer and director,
but also as lyricist. It was the opening night film of the Toronto International Film Festival and took top prize
at the Chicago International Music and Movies Festival.

McGowan’s feature film One Week (2008) won numerous festival awards and a Genie Award (now
CSA) for Joshua Jackson for Performance by an Actor in a Leading Role.

McGowan wrote and directed Saint Ralph (2004), the critically-acclaimed feature that won an array of
international prizes and was nominated for five CSA’s, including Best Feature Film. Saint Ralph created
a box office sensation in Japan and won the Grand Prix at the Paris Film Festival, the Audience Award
at the London Film Festival and the People’s Choice Award for the Canadian Film Circuit.

McGowan is the best-selling author of the young adult novel Newton and the Giant published by HarperCollins
and the sequel Newton and the Time Travel Machine.



TYLER LEVINE
PRODUCER
Tyler Levine started Carousel Pictures in 2013 and since has produced four dramatic feature films, the
award-winning elevated genre film, ‘Trench 11’ starring Rossif Sutherland, the indie comedy,
‘Sundowners’ starring Tim Heidecker and the genre-bending ‘Population Zero’. All of these films sit
above 90% on Rotten Tomatoes.

Levine specializes in international co-production financing, and has co-written two feature dramatic films,
‘UKM’ starring Michael Madsen and ‘Bitten’ with Jason Mewes.

Levine is a graduate of McGill University in Montreal, and the Canadian Film Centre in Toronto. Before
opening his shingle, Levine worked for Entertainment One, and at a number of indie production companies in
Amsterdam and Copenhagen. Carousel Pictures is currently based in Toronto.

PATRICE THÉROUX
PRODUCER
Patrice has produced over 35 films and television programs including Terry Gilliam’s The Imaginarium of
Doctor Parnassus, David Cronenberg’s Map to the Stars, Francois Girard’s Silk, Richard Attenborough’s
Closing the Ring, the 2016 Cannes Director’s Fortnight selection Mean Dreams, directed by Nathan Morlando
and the recent documentaries Sharkwater: Extinction directed by Rob Stewart and Barry Avrich’s Prosecuting
Evil documenting the life of Ben Ferencz.

Patrice is one of the industry’s most respected film and television executives having built major distribution
and production organisations for more than 30 years including Alliance Films, where he was Chief
Executive Officer and Entertainment One where he served as President of Film and Television from 2007 to
2014.

Patrice is a member of the Producers Guild Association (PGA), the British Academy of Film and Television
(BAFTA) and The Canadian Academy of Cinema and Television.



DANIEL GRANT
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Daniel Grant is an award-winning cinematographer with a wide variety of credits on both fiction and
documentary projects, including several feature films with some of Canada’s most celebrated directors, such
as Bruce McDonald’s The Husband, and Patricia Rozema’s Into the Forest. The Canadian Society of
Cinematographers has recognized him with nine nominations and three awards for his work to date. He has
also been nominated for Canadian Screen Awards for best Documentary Cinematography for The
Messenger, and best Narrative Feature Cinematography for Octavio Is Dead.

MICHELLE SZEMBERG
EDITOR
Michelle Szemberg is a Toronto-born, award-winning film editor. She graduated from the Film and Video
Program at York University in 2000. Upon graduation, Michelle spent years working as an assistant editor,
which allowed her to collaborate with and be mentored by some of the leading forces in Canadian cinema.
Michelle’s credits include the independent feature films Don’t Get Killed in Alaska (Dir. Bill Taylor), No Stranger
Than Love (Dir. Nicholas Wernham), Full Out (Dir. Sean Cisterna), Kiss and Cry (Dir. Sean Cisterna) and
Natasha (Dir. David Bezmozgis). In recent years, Michelle has been known for her work in the Serendipity
Point Films produced feature, Below Her Mouth (Dir. April Mullen), which premiered at TIFF in 2016, and the
Cuban/Canadian production Un Traductor (Dir. Rodrigo & Sebastian Barriuso), which premiered as part of the
World Cinema Dramatic Competition at the Sundance Film Festival in 2018, and became Cuba’s official entry
to the 92nd Academy Awards in the category of Best International Film.

In addition to her work in film, Michelle edited two seasons of the Netflix/Rogers TV series Between, created
by Michael McGowan. She was the Supervising Editor on the Netflix/CBC series, Northern Rescue produced
by Don Carmody Television, which earned Michelle DGC and CCE Awards for Best Editing in a Family Series.
Most recently, Michelle edited an episode of the Amazon series, The Expanse, and the feature film, Queen of
the Morning Calm (Dir. Gloria Kim), for which she received a nomination to the DGC awards in the Best Editing
in a Feature Film category.

Teaching and mentoring has always been a passion for Michelle, who in 2020 embraced the opportunity to
teach editing in the Cinema and Media Arts department at the School of Arts, Media and Performance &
Design at York University.

Michelle just completed editing on Michael McGowan’s latest feature film, All My Puny Sorrows, based on the
critically acclaimed novel of the same name written by Miriam Toews.



ORLEE BUIUM
EDITOR
Orlee Buium is a Toronto-based film editor who has spent the last 15 years balancing her love of film with
her passion for the outdoors. She is a 2018 alumni of the Editors’ Lab at the Canadian Film Centre where
she had the opportunity to hone her craft through collaboration with many up-and-coming filmmakers.
Prior to this she completed a BFA in Film Production and Screenwriting at York University. During this
time, she edited several short films, one of which won a CCE Student Merit Award.

Orlee has spent many years in the cutting room, learning from generous mentors including Michelle Szemberg,
Rod Deogrades, and Cam McLauchlin on feature films and television shows such as The Expanse (Alcon
Entertainment/ SyFy), Between (Netflix/Rogers), Below Her Mouth (Serendipity Point Films), Un Traductor
(Director: Rodrigo and Sebastian Barriuso) and recently released - The Broken Hearts Gallery (No Trace
Camping).

Orlee was recently nominated for Queen of the Morning Calm (Director: Gloria Kim) alongside her co-editor
Michelle Szemberg for a DGC Editing Award. Orlee’s recent films have screened across North America,
including at the Toronto International Film Festival, Slamdance, and Whistler Film Festival. Oracle won the
Grand Prix in the National Competition - Short Films at Le Festival du Nouveau Cinema de Montreal (FNC) in
2019.

Orlee most recently locked picture on Michael McGowan’s upcoming feature, All My Puny Sorrows.

DANNY HAEBERLIN
PRODUCTION DESIGNER
For years, Danny Haeberlin joked to anyone passing by her desk in the art department—forever piled high
with books, collected ephemera, and prints from online archives—that she was hired to “read books for the
movies.” Having graduated from McGill University with a BA in cultural studies and history, Danny found a
foothold in the film industry as a researcher, delving into the past for features such as Guillermo del Toro’s
Crimson Peak and The Shape of Water. She eventually expanded into art direction and production design,
with credits including first asst on Shazam!, Mrs. America, and Nightmare Alley. Most recently, Danny
production designed Michael McGowan’s adaptation of the Miriam Toews novel, All My Puny Sorrows, before
heading to Vancouver to art direct the final season of Supergirl. Danny is based in Toronto, Ontario.



JONATHAN GOLDSMITH
COMPOSER
With a knack for sensitive and inventive scores that becomes an integral part of the storytelling, Jonathan
Goldsmith has written and produced music for well over a hundred media productions, including feature films
such as Burn Your Maps, Forsaken, Take This Waltz, Away From Her, Casino Jack, and Sharkwater:
Extinction, as well as and TV series Titanic, Sex Traffic, The Nativity, Pure and Sensitive Skin.

Jonathan’s music has earned him numerous wins and nominations in the Gemini Awards, Canadian Screen
Awards, Bafta Awards and Genie Awards. An incredibly versatile composer with wide-ranging musical
sensibilities, his music has been featured in films ranging from intimate dramas to quirky comedies, as well as
science fiction and fantasy adventures.

Jonathan is a member of the intergalactic cabaret orchestra Nick Buzz, and a founding member of the
musicians collective Art of Time Ensemble in Toronto, for whom he regularly composes and arranges. He has
produced albums for artists including Bruce Cockburn, Jane Siberry, Sarah Slean, Hugh Marsh and Bob &
Doug Mackenzie. He has been nominated for the Juno ‘Producer of the Year’ award on three occasions.

Jonathan currently lives and operates a studio in Toronto.
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1st Assistant Art Director Robert Polko

Celeste Koon

Colin Davis



Art Department Trainee Yvonne Kwack

Set Decorator Karen Churma

Set Decorator (Prep) Louise Bergeron

Lead Set Dresser David McLellan

Sets Buyer Jennifer Ritchie

Set Dressers Stuart Dunbar

Sarah Bissonette

Colton Chalkley

On-Set Dresser Liz Lott

Property Master Joseph “Zuzu” Kabbach

Props Assistant Kim Nash

Key Make-Up Alessondra Bastianoni

Assistant Make-Up Vanessa Smith

Key Hair Stylist Dann Campbell

Assistant Hair Tiffany Jones

Location Manager Catherine Crawford



Assistant Location Manager David Franklin

Jared Burton

Georgia Villeneuve

Location Scout Patricia Philipopoulos

Location Production Spencer Hamilton

Assistant Jesse Beaucage

Cory Hughes

Location Support Personnel Mario Lapointe

James Dokis

Jeanette Reaume

Gary Alexander

Keith Twance

Kyle Poucachiche

Nolan Dokis

Melinda McLeod

Boyladd Chum

Meagan MacLean

Mica Michelle Chechock

Shannon Michaud

Script Supervisor Tami Scott

Production Accountant Jackie Bowness

1st Assistant Accountant Tamara Royce



1st Assistant Accountant Jessica Parkin

- Payroll

1st Assistant Accountant Michael Shuster

(General)

Accounting Trainee Cathy Vezina

Jason Manella

Post Accounting Sue MacPherson

Paul Aucoin

Brent Randall

Production Coordinator Emma Campbell

1st Assistant Production Mercedes Marks

Coordinator

Production Office Assistant Miranda Valenti

Sound Mixer Jonathon St. Clair

Boom Operator Thomas Dube

Casting - Northern & Micheline Blais

Extras Cast North Bobby Chaumont

Stand-Ins Kelsey Ruhl

Sydney Knight



1st Assistant Camera Bill Franks

2nd Assistant Camera Will Robertson

Camera Trainee Rachelle Tiessen

DIT Ben Levine

Stills Photographer Lindsay Sarazin

Gaffer Chris Harmsworth

Best Boy Electric Damon McNiece

Electrics Russ Berki

Ash Xavier

Tyler Hewitt

Set Generator Operator Dwight Dudgeon

Basecamp Generator Darren Carruthers

Operator

Night Generator Operator Kyle Glass

Weekend Generator Marc Demarais

Operator David “Action” Jackson

Key Grip Craig Coupal



Best Boy Grip Mike “Tank” Thibault

Dolly Grip Gord Atkinson

Grips Daniel Levasseur

Devon Chytil

Ron Bieuz

Catering By Tiny Italy

Craft Services Provider/ Dora Csuport

Key Craft

Craft Assistant Liam Bradford

Craft Assistant Anita Julien

Construction Coordinator Ulrich Weyh

Head Carpenter Jason Baljer

Carpenter Paul Whitbread

Key Scenic Artist Neil Wills

Painter Jeff Bosworth

Health & Safety Barbara Szeman

Administrator



Health & Safety Supervisor Adrian Jaworski

Health & Safety Manager Kelsi Mayne

Health & Safety Coordinator Brigitte North

Cleaner Melissa Butler

Michelle Gagne

Lori Beaucham

Medic Cody Corbett

Transport Coordinator Seth Gagnon

Transport Captain Luke Auger

Picture Car Wrangler Jayme Parolin

Head Driver Derek Hall

Basecamp Swamper Mike Kukan

Driver Scott Bratton

Jimi Campbell

Randy Duchesne

Tim Ervick

Scott Carruthers

Wayne Ling

Clayton Nesbitt



Music Supervisor Marco DiFelice

Additional Piano Pieces Brent Barkman

Composed By

1st Assistant Picture Editor Gabi Arno

Dialogue Editor Brent Pickett

Dialogue & ADR Editor Martin Gwynn Jones

Sound Effects Editor Jane Tattersall

Sound Effects Editor Brennan Mercer

Assistant Sound Editor Sue Fawcett

Re-recording Mixer Lou Solakofski

Re-recording Mixer Joe Morrow

Assistant Re-recording Mixer Will Stephens

Digital Intermediate Colourist Jim Fleming

Online Editor Darren Hinchy

Finishing Producer Mateusz Sklarzyk



Project Coordinator Bianca Monteiro

VFX Supervisor Alex Boothby

Loop Group Performers Paul Braunstein

Derek Moran

Alex Paxton-Beesley

Shauna Black

Publicity, GAT PR Ingrid Hamilton

Macy Armstrong

Legal Danny Webber

Legal, Immigration Brian Dingle

Legal, Immigration Noah Burshtein

Legal, Banking Jonathan Dyck

Banking Brent Barclay

Insurance Diane Konecny

General Manager, Sally Catto

Entertainment, Factual &

Sports, CBC Television



Executive Director of    Trish Williams

Scripted Content English

Services, CBC Television

Senior Director, CBC Films Mehernaz Lentin

Director of Programming, Tory Jennings

Crave

Production Executive, Gosia Kamela

Original Programming,

Crave

Insurance Services by Front Row Insurance Brokers Inc.

Payroll Services Entertainment Partners Canada

Clearances Hall Webber LLP

Interim Financing Bank of Montreal

Special Thanks Tom Alexander

Frederick Amirizian

Stephanie Azam

Alan Bacchus

Jennifer Baichwal

Rodrigo Barriuso

Steve Bates

Aaron Barnett

Kirsten Bedard



Tanya Bedard

Jamie Brown

Keri Buttle

Peter Chirico

Robin D. Cook

Erin Creasy

Sandra Cunningham

Michael Cursio

Andrea Curtis

Laura Del Maschio

Roderick Deogrades

Vic Fedeli

John Galway

Caroline Gelinas

Hartley Gorenstein

Daniel Harvey

Tom Hastings

Andrew Heintzman

Roz Heintzman

Lori Levine

James Luscombe

Michele Maheux

Frances McGowan

Henry McGowan

Wiley McGowan

Loo McNulty

Shelagh McNulty

Stephen Montgomery

Anna Newallo

Melissa Taylor



Kelly Payne

Jeff Peeler

Nicholas de Pencier

Sandy Pereira

Michael Perlmutter

Kevin Prozes

Kim Todd

Elvira Toews

Danish Vahidy

Melissa Williamson

Savine Wong

The Short Term Compensation Fund

Homewood Suites North Bay

Best Western Lakeshore

Battlefield Equipment Rentals

New Wave Travel

“Montreal”

Written by: Kelly McMichael & Jake Nicoll

Performed by: Kelly McMichael

Score recorded and mixed by Jeff Wolpert at Desert Fish Studios, Toronto.

Cello solo: Bryan Holt

Keyboards, guitars, infinity table: Jonathan Goldsmith
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